We know that nothing is more important to you than the safety and security of what matters most in your world. That’s why we’ve been protecting lives, property and reputation since 1939.

We are a global team of engineers, scientists and consultants dedicated to carrying on a rich legacy of our founders who believed in advancing the science of safety to protect what matters most through technical excellence. Our roots were planted 80 years ago, and we have remained committed to earning our clients’ trust when it comes to addressing the complexities of safety and security. We have since expanded to operate in more than 100 countries to help meet the growing needs of our clients. We have also over the years, and through additions of specialized, industry-leading firms, continued to build on our core strengths in code consulting, fire protection engineering and risk analysis to now expand our expertise in areas such as forensics, emergency management and security to better support the spectrum of our clients’ priorities from risk mitigation to compliance and resilience.

EXPERTISE FROM A TO Z

Our broad range of expertise helps clients maintain safety, minimize risk and save time and money in the design, management and construction of buildings, systems and solutions to protect against the cost of potential losses. We also ensure that our solutions easily fit into our clients’ business objectives, culture and priorities.

Having completed tens of thousands of projects worldwide on behalf of our clients, we can create, evaluate, test, assess and implement solutions for a wide range of safety, security and risk-related challenges. From airports, nuclear power plants and museums to laboratories, historic buildings, oil refineries and some of the world’s tallest buildings, we offer comprehensive services, including:

- Code Consulting
- Testing + Evaluation
- Design + Analysis
- Failure Analysis
- Risk Management
- Software
- Commissioning
- Training

Our Company

- FIRE AND BUILDING SAFETY
- RISK AND HAZARDS
- EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
- SECURITY
- FORENSICS

Our Global Reach

90+ Offices WORLDWIDE

40,000+ GLOBAL PROJECTS

1250+ EMPLOYEES

jensenhughes.com
MAKING THE WORLD A SAFER PLACE

We have dedicated our mission to driving our industry forward through technology, knowledge, and best-in-class research and development capabilities to provide the very best solutions for our clients. Our strength lies in the linkage of data and expertise across the life cycle, from failure analysis to modeling, enabling us to bring forward innovative and compliant solutions that preserve architectural and design vision as well as define the critical variables for risk analysis. This shapes our code, design and commissioning approach, and because we have many team members who are deeply engaged and involved in developing regulations and codes, we are consistently at the forefront of change in setting the standards.

EXTENDING THE CULTURE OF SAFE AND COMPLIANT OUTCOMES

To share the knowledge of our engineers, research scientists and code experts, we created the Jensen Hughes Academy (JHA) to offer online safety training for industry peers, partners and clients. Additionally, JHA can serve as part of a new hire onboarding process using our proprietary learning management system. Benefits include:

+ Training partner of the Automatic Fire Alarm Association (AFAA)
+ Instructors for National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) programs
+ JHA courses are accredited by The International Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET)

Advancing the science of safety to drive our industry forward and bring peace of mind to clients — helping them protect lives, property and reputation.

How can we help you?

+1 410 737 8677
info@jensenhughes.com
jensenhughes.com